Future generations will thank you...

Making Music... Creating Community
Dorothy and Phil Robbins, dedicated Orchestra subscribers and volunteers, created three charitable gift annuities at Indian Hill.

“We have been so impressed with the whole operation—the outstanding orchestra, the wonderful teaching program, the devoted staff—so in considering where to give, we felt that our donation would really make a difference to Indian Hill Music and that it would be well used.”
“With cutbacks in schools, there is a real void in arts experiences and Indian Hill rises to the fore. From a personal standpoint, I’ve gotten a lot out of my association with Indian Hill and I’d like others to have similar opportunities in the future.”

Charlie Learoyd, long-time Music School participant, has bequeathed a percentage of his estate and some treasured instruments to Indian Hill.
“I play in orchestras throughout New England and have never experienced an organization quite like Indian Hill. Its integrated performance, education and outreach creates a wide range of outstanding musical opportunities that I’m proud to be a part of.”

Nancy Dimock, professional musician, has been Principal oboist with the Orchestra of Indian Hill for 18 years.
Bill Wilkinson created a Music School scholarship fund in memory of his wife, Faith, through his IRA. He also funds annual scholarships for Townsend students like Nina.

“Words cannot express how deeply I feel about this organization. I wanted to encourage children to appreciate music and to learn to play an instrument. It means a great deal to me to memorialize Faith in this way. I know she would be very pleased.”
Anyone can leave a legacy...

It’s easy for donors of all ages and circumstances to make a planned gift. From simple bequests to annuities and IRA charitable rollovers, there are many ways to create your legacy at Indian Hill.

Please contact Catherine Coleman, Director of Development, at (978) 486-9524, x127 or catherine@indianhillmusic.org to discuss giving opportunities.